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A solar updraft tower is one of the wind power generation plants which utilizes solar energy. The purpose of this study was to
ascertain whether the tower was also able to utilize crosswind energy. Wind tunnel experiments and numerical simulations were
conducted simulating the crosswind. The results showed that suctioned updraft speed in the tower was proportional to the
crosswind speed, and its conversion rate depended on the tower configuration. A diffuser-shaped tower with a vortex generator
achieved to produce the updraft whose speed exceeded the crosswind speed. It was due to the low pressure created by the vortex
atop the tower and to the diffuser effect. The crosswind utilization enables the simple power generation device to generate
electricity during the night, and the hybrid utilization of renewable energies contributes to the increasing wind energy market.

1. Introduction

A solar updraft tower is one of the renewable energy power
plants. The tower originally utilizes solar energy alone; thus,
it does not work during the night. The purpose of this study
was to ascertain whether the tower was also able to utilize
crosswind energy. The hybrid utilization concept of renew-
able energies was expected to contribute to the increasing
wind energy market due to its time independency of power
generation and relatively high input energy density.

A traditional solar updraft tower has three essential com-
ponents—a transparent roof collector, a cylindrical hollow
tower, and a wind turbine with an electricity generator. Hot
air is produced in the collector by solar radiation to the
ground. The air loses weight due to its thermal expansion
and is drawn upward inside the tower by buoyancy (see
Figure 1(a)). The thermal updraft drives the turbine installed
at the base of the tower, and it produces electricity. The
original concept of the solar updraft tower was validated by
Haaf et al. [1, 2] in 1980s.

By contrast, power generations utilizing crosswind with a
tower structure have never been popular, although there are
few patents [3, 4]. Regarding the solar updraft tower, there
are several researches concerning the effect of the crosswind.
Pretorius and Kröger [5] simulated performance of the solar
power plant and predicted that windy conditions would
impair the performance. Ming et al. [6, 7] and Zou et al. [8]
also perceived its negative effect and proposed some collector
configurations to avoid it. However, Ming et al. [9, 10]
pointed out that strong crosswind had the possibility of
increasing the output power of the tower. Other numerical
studies [11–13] have supported the suggestion.

This study attempted to enhance the positive effect of the
crosswind. We investigated new approaches using a vortex
generator and a diffuser-shaped tower in wind tunnel exper-
iments and numerical simulations. The vortex generator was
just a flat plate on the tower (see Figure 1(b)). Vortices gen-
erated by the plate lowered pressure atop the tower, and the
low pressure created suctioned updraft in the tower. The suit-
ability of the diffuser-shaped tower was already verified in
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our previous study using thermal updraft [14]. We have
applied the similar mechanism in our brimmed-diffuser aug-
mented wind turbines and achieved large output power
increase [15–17]. Importantly, the new approach enabled
the solar updraft tower to utilize two different renewable
energies simultaneously, although such a hybrid approach
is usually achieved by several devices in the same location
[18, 19]. We call the tower “a wind solar tower” (WST) which
has two mechanisms shown in Figure 1.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Wind Tunnel Experiments. We conducted wind tunnel
experiments to verify the wind power utilization of the WST.
The large boundary layer wind tunnel of the Research Institute
for Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University, was used. The
wind tunnel had a test section of 15m long × 3:6mwide ×
2mhigh, with a maximum wind velocity of 30m/s, and
was characterized by a low turbulence intensity of 0.4%. To
minimize blockage effects, half of the test section’s side walls
and ceiling panels were removed.

In general, wind in the field is decelerated near the
ground due to the shear stress on the ground. Therefore,
the approaching crosswind speed has nonuniform distribu-
tion in the vertical direction. This means that the tower top
has the stronger wind than the bottom does. We set our
tower model through the test section floor of the wind tunnel
in order to simulate such a situation. This method made it
possible that wind approached only the upper side of the
tower. Figure 2 shows the tower model and its set-up. We
investigated a cylindrical tower and diffuser-shaped tower
whose diameter D was 0.32m and height h was 2.0m. The
height of the vortex generator hvg wasD/2 orD, and the width
of the vortex generator was the same as the diameter of the
tower outlet Dout =D + 2h · tan α, where α was the semiopen
angle of the tower. A wind turbine was not installed in
any cases.

We measured updraft speed w and static pressure differ-
ence Δps from the pressure at the point in calm air. The wind
speed was measured with a hot-wire anemometer and hot-
sphere anemometers. The pressure difference was measured
with a static tube and a digital manometer in the approaching
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Figure 1: The mechanisms of the wind solar tower: (a) solar energy utilization of the WST; (b) wind energy utilization of the WST.
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Figure 2: The tower model set-up in the wind tunnel experiments: (a) dimensions of the tower model and its set-up; (b) in situ photograph of
the tower and the vortex generator in the wind tunnel.
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wind speed of 8m/s. Figure 3 shows the measuring points. A
smoke generator was used for the flow visualization in the
approaching wind speed of 4m/s.

We defined a pressure coefficient Cp by Equation (1). The
value is derived from the static pressure difference divided by
the dynamic pressure of the approaching wind.

Cp =
Δps

1/2ð ÞρU∞
2 , ð1Þ

2.2. Numerical Simulations. A commercial fluid analysis soft-
ware “STAR-CCM+” [20] was used for the numerical exper-
iments. Table 1 shows the numerical conditions. Figure 4(a)
shows the computational domain, and Figure 4(b) shows
the computational grid. This computational domain was
similar to the wind tunnel experiment; the domain had not
only the upper section where wind blew but also the lower
section where the air was calm. To minimize blockage effects,
a larger domain in comparison of the tower diameter was
created (Figure 4). The nonstructural grid pattern consisted
mainly of decahedron. The approaching wind speed was set
to 2, 4, 6, or 8m/s. Nonslip boundary conditions were applied
at the ground floor, the flow section floor, and the surface of
the body. Slip boundary conditions were applied at the side
and upper boundaries. The Neumann condition was given
to pressures at the domain boundaries. The flow patterns
with a cylindrical tower and a diffuser-shaped tower were
simulated. The numerical tower models were the same to

the experimental models in their configurations. We also
conducted some simulations with the vortex generators. A
wind turbine was not simulated in any cases.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Experimental Results. Figure 5 shows the updraft wind
speeds w in the cylindrical towers. Measured values were
plotted in the figure, and fit curves were applied with their
equations. Obviously, the updraft wind speeds increased pro-
portional to the approaching wind speed U∞ in all cases. The
cylindrical tower with the short vortex generator (hvg =D/2)
achieved 1.8 times increase in the updraft speed. However,
enlarging the height of the vortex generator did not lead to
significant increase of the speed unexpectedly. The tower
with the tall vortex generator (hvg =D) achieved 1.9 times
increase in the updraft speed.

Figure 6 shows w in the diffuser-shaped towers. The
updraft wind speeds increased proportional to the approaching
wind speed. The diffuser-shaped tower without the vortex
generator achieved 2.1 times increase in the updraft speed
compared to the cylindrical tower. The diffuser-shaped tower
with the short vortex generator (hvg =D/2) achieved 1.3
times increase in the updraft speed, although enlarging the
height of the vortex generator did not lead to significant
increase of the speed. The tower with the tall vortex generator
(hvg =D) achieved 1.4 times increase in the updraft speed.
The diffuser-shaped towers with the vortex generators cre-
ated notable updraft whose speed exceeded the approaching
wind speed.

Photos in Figure 7 show updraft visualization results by
smoke in the wind tunnel. The crosswind flew left to right.
In the case of the tower without the vortex generator
(Figure 7(a)), the updraft immediately flew downstream at
the tower outlet. As the height of the vortex generator became
higher, the updraft suctioned up to the top of the vortex gen-
erators. At the separated shear layer, vortices were shed by its

Table 1: The conditions of the numerical simulation.

Conditions

Simulation method LES

SGS model Wale

Convective term Bounded central scheme

Time derivative term 1st-order implicit scheme
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Figure 3: The measuring points of the updraft speed w and static pressure difference Δps.
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shear stress. At the same time, large vortices were observed in
each cases (Figures 7(d)–7(f)). The yellow arrows show the
positions of the vortices. In the case of the tower without
the vortex generator (Figure 7(d)), the vortex produced
downstream of the tower. As the height of the vortex gener-
ator became higher, the vortex position moved upstream,
that was, right above the tower outlet. However, the vortex
position also moved upward. We assumed that the expansion
of the distance between the vortex and the tower outlet
prevented to enhance the updraft suctioning.

Figure 8 shows the pressure distributions measured in
the experiments. In the cases of the diffuser-shaped tower,
the pressure lowered near the tower inlet due to its dif-
fuser effect. At the same time, the pressure wholly lowered
in the cases with the vortex generators. Therefore, the
diffuser-shaped tower with the vortex generator achieved
the lowest pressure, and it lead to the highest updraft
wind speed.

Here, we provide a simple theory in order to give
some explanations to the experimental results. We defined
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Flow
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Figure 4: The numerical domain: (a) a schematic of the calculation domain; (b) the computational grid.
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Figure 5: Updraft wind speeds in the case of the cylindrical tower
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tower (experimental results).
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variables as shown in Figure 9. Considering mass conserva-
tion and pressure balance, we derived the following equation:

wthr =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Cpb
ξin + ξdif + 1 + ξoutð Þ Athr/Aoutð Þ2� �

s

U∞, ð2Þ

where Cpb is the back pressure coefficient of the vortex gen-
erator ðΔp/ð1/2ÞρU∞

2Þ, ξin is the pressure loss coefficient
at the tower inlet, ξdif is the pressure loss coefficient in

the diffuser, and ξout is the pressure loss coefficient at the
tower outlet.

Equation (2) supports the experimental trend that the
updraft wind speed is proportional to the crosswind speed.

3.2. Numerical Results. Figures 10 and 11 show the updraft
wind speedswderived by the numerical simulations. The sim-
ulated values were plotted in the figures with the plots and fit
curves derived by the experiments. The numerical results
showed good agreements with the experimental results.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 7: The updraft suctioned up to the top of the vortex generators and large vortices produced by the crosswind: (a) the cylindrical tower
without the vortex generator; (b) the cylindrical tower with the vortex generator (hvg =D/2); (c) the cylindrical tower with the vortex
generator (hvg =D); (d) the cylindrical tower without the vortex generator; (e) the cylindrical tower with the vortex generator (hvg =D/2);
(f) the cylindrical tower with the vortex generator (hvg =D).
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Figure 12 shows pressure distributions in the towers
derived by numerical simulations. The numerical results
showed the same trend as the experimental results. Hence,
we considered both our experimental results and numerical
results were reliable.

Figure 13 shows time-averaged pressure distributions.
One notable point was that there appeared some pressure
drops above the towers. The pressure above the towers with
the vortex generator lowered. They were due to the pressure
lowness of vortices produced by the vortex generator.
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Figure 9: The schematic of the phenomenon around the WST.
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Figure 10: Updraft wind speeds in the case of the cylindrical tower.
The solid symbols represent the numerical results. The open
symbols represent the experimental results.
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Figure 11: Updraft wind speeds in the case of the diffuser-shaped
tower. The solid symbols represent the numerical results. The
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Accordingly, pressures inside the towers with the vortex gen-
erator were entirely more decreased than towers without the
vortex generator. Another notable point was that we captured
pressure gradients in the vertical directions inside the towers.
The pressures became lower near the bottom of diffuser-
shaped towers, although no pressure gradient existed in the

cylindrical towers. The pressure gradients corresponded to
the flow accelerations by the diffuser effect of the towers. Con-
sequently, the updraft was the most accelerated at the bottom
of the diffuser-shaped tower with the vortex generator.

Wind accelerations at the bottom of the towers were pref-
erable because the turbine of the wind solar tower was located
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Figure 12: Pressure distributions in the towers (numerical results).
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Figure 13: The time-averaged pressure distributions: (a) the cylindrical tower without the vortex generator; (b) the cylindrical tower with the
vortex generator (hvg =D/2); (c) the cylindrical tower with the vortex generator (hvg =D); (d) the diffuser-shaped tower without the vortex
generator; (e) the diffuser-shaped tower with the vortex generator (hvg =D/2); (f) the diffuser-shaped tower with the vortex generator
(hvg =D).
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there. That was, the diffuser-shaped tower with vortex gener-
ator was a suitable shape to generate updraft effectively at the
desired position.

Figure 14 shows time-averaged streamlines. Large vortices
were simulated above the towers which had the vortex gener-
ator. The large vortices were also observed in the flow visual-
izations in the wind tunnel experiments (see Figure 7). The
numerical results confirmed that our vortex generators pro-
duced vortices adequately near the tower outlets.

3.3. Future Possibilities. Future possibilities of adopting the
ideas presented in this paper are worth mentioning. We
built a WST prototype in Kyushu University, Japan (see
Figure 15). The tower height is 10m, and the collector
width is 15m. Figure 16 shows the experimental result of
remarkable two days. The tower had strong wind in the
nighttime. Normally, a solar updraft tower cannot produce
updraft after the sunset. However, the WST which utilizes
solar energy and wind energy simultaneously was able to
generate updraft continually during the nighttime as shown
in Figure 16. It meant that we demonstrated the new power
generation mechanism of the WST which utilized crosswind

energy without solar energy under the practical condition.
Unfortunately, the wind speed was not enough to continue
the turbine rotation at the nighttime. However, the turbine
of the WST in actual size is expected to rotate continually
due to its lower cut-in characteristic and its utilization of
upper wind without deceleration. Synergy of solar energy
and wind energy will be reported with the details of the field
test in our future papers.

4. Conclusions

An effective utilization of crosswind energy with a solar
updraft tower was investigated using a vortex generator and

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 14: The time-averaged streamlines: (a) the cylindrical tower without the vortex generator; (b) the cylindrical tower with the vortex
generator (hvg =D/2); (c) the cylindrical tower with the vortex generator (hvg =D); (d) the diffuser-shaped tower without the vortex
generator; (e) the diffuser-shaped tower with the vortex generator (hvg =D/2); (f) the diffuser-shaped tower with the vortex generator
(hvg =D).

Figure 15: The wind solar tower prototype in Chikushi Campus,
Kyushu University.
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a diffuser-shaped tower. The following results were achieved
in wind tunnel experiments and numerical simulations.

(i) Suctioned updraft speed in the tower was propor-
tional to the crosswind speed, and its conversion rate
depended on the tower configuration

(ii) The diffuser-shaped tower without the vortex gener-
ator achieved 2.1 times increase in the updraft speed
compared to the cylindrical tower. The diffuser-
shaped tower with the vortex generator achieved
over 1.3 times increase in the updraft speed

(iii) A diffuser-shaped tower with a vortex generator
achieved to produce the updraft whose speed
exceeded the crosswind speed. It was due to the
low pressure created by the vortex atop the tower
and to the diffuser effect

The crosswind utilization enables the simple power gen-
eration device to generate electricity during the night, and
the hybrid utilization of renewable energies will contribute
the increasing wind energy market.
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